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a wall, into which the oven is built, so that it communicates 
with both rooms. In one chamber the infected articles are 
placed in the oven, and when disinfection is complete the 
articles are taken out in the other chamber. 

(2) An incinerator or destructor for the combustion of 
useless infected articles. 

(3) Separate sheds for (a) vans employed to bring infected 
articles, and (b) vans employed to return disinfected 
articles. 

(4) A laundry and bath-room. 
The article describes the forms of stoves mostlv used in 

this country at the present day, the planning and construc
tion of the disinfecting station, the staff, the disinfection of 
articles (leather goods, furs, feathers and books) which are 
injured by steam, the destruction of useless articles in a 
destructor furnace; and much useful information as to cost 
is also given. 

The article is well illustrated. The illustration here re
produced shows the non-infected chamber; the door of one 
of the ovens is open, and the wheeled carriage running on 
internal rails is seen with the racks on which the clothing 
and bedding are placed. The observation window in the 
partition wall is permanently closed. 

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE. 

TIlE physiological laboratory of the University of London 
will remain open for post-graduate research students during 
the vacatlOn months August and September. Foreign 
graduates who may be desirous of working in the laboratory 
should previously communicate with the director or with the 
academic registrar of the university. 

A COURSE in practical and clinical bacteriology will be 
held at King's College, University of London, from 
Wednesday, August 3, to Saturday, August '3. The course 
will consist of lectures, demonstrations, and practical work; 
in the latter, the members of the class will make for them
selves permanent preparations of the chief pathogenic 
micro-organisms, and will carry out the principal manipu
lations employed in bacteriological investigations. Names 
should be sent in as soon as possible to the secretary or to 
Prof. Hewlett. 

WE directed attention a short time ago (June 9, p. 138) to 
the new illustrated quarterly review Buddhism; in the third 
number is an interesting article on education in Burma, in 
which it is stated that the vernacular lav schools introduced 
by the British Government are by no an unqualified 
success, since they have been organised without due regard 
for native conditions. "What object," says the anonymous 
writer, " has education to a jungle Burman except to form 
his character? And can Burmese character be moulded bv 
studying the history or geography of Europe or standard 
readers garbled under European supervision? A Burman 
should be taught Burman ethics, morals and usage. The 
disobedience to the authority of parents, which is so alarm
ing a feature in the present state of things, requires to be 
specially dealt with. The evil goes beyond mere dis
obedience and truancy-cases where boys rob their parents 
or wantonly commit other breaches of the law are in
creasing." Evidently Burma also is suffering from that 
peculiar British attitude of mind that seeks to constrain all 
peoples to conform to the ideals and methods of the Britons 
themselves. 

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES, 
LONDON. 

Royal Society, June 9.-" 0<1 the Action of the Venom 
of Bungarus coeruleus (the Common Krait)." By Major 
R. H. Elliot, LM.S., W. C. Sillar, M.B., B.Sc., and 
George S. Carmichael, M.B., Ch.B. 

Experiments were performed by the authors in the 
pharmacological laboratory of the University of Edinburgh 
with the following results:-

(I) The minimum-lethal dose of the dried venom was 
determined for frogs and small mammals, rats and rabbits. 
It was found that the M.L.D. for the frog was about 0·0005 
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of a gram per kilo., for the rat 0·001 gram per kilo., and 
for the rabbit the remarkably low dose of 0·00008 gram 
per kilo. 

(2) It was found that Calmette's anti-venomous serum 
in quantities sufficient to protect rats against ten minimum 
lethal doses of cobra venom, in the same quantities was 
quite powerless to protect these animals from similar doses 
of krait venom. 

(3) The condition of various nerve terminals was studied, 
both in animals that die after poisoning by krait venom 
and in nerve muscle preparations from the frog, and it was 
found that the integrity of these nerve ends was invariably 
involved at a comparatively early stage in the poison. 

(4) The blood was carefully examined, and no evidence 
of antemortem clotting or intravascJlar h;:emolysis was 
discovered. 

(5) The action of krait venom was examined when its 
solution was perfused through the isolated vessels and 
heart, respectively, of the frog. It was found that this 
venom, while resembling in action that of cobra venom, 
diff ers greatly in the degree of constriction of vessels and 
enhancement of ventricular contraction produced. Cobra 
venom exercises an action in these directions many times 
greater than that of krait venom. Cardio-plethysmographic 
tracings are shown. 

(6) Studying the manner in which the vital functions of 
mammals (rabbits, cats, and dogs) are influenced when 
exposed to the action of this venom, the authors show by 
means of kymographic and plethysmographic tracings that 
the vaso-motor centre is strongly affected, a suspension of 
the activity of this centre, as shown by the great splanchnic 
dilatation, rapidly ensuing after its transient stimulation. 
There are also indications of a feeble cardio-inhibitory action. 
The experiments and illustrative tracings likewise show that 
death is brought about by destroying the activity of the 
respiratory centre. 

(7) From these results the conclusion may be arrived at 
that while the symptoms produced by krait poisoning are 
similar to those of cobra poisoning, they differ so much in 
relative degree as to render it doubtful if they can properly 
be spoken of as identical. 

" Contributions to the Studv of the Action of Sea-snake 
Venoms. Part i." Bv Si':' Thomas R. Fraser, M.D., 
F.R.S., and Major R. l-i:. Elliot, I.M.S. 

The venoms used in the research were those of Enhydritl{l 
Valakadietl and Enhvdris Curtus. 

The minimum-lethal doses of EHhydrina Valalwdiw 
venom were found to be :-for rats=0·00009 gram per kilo. 
of body weight, for rabbits=0·00006 gram per kilo. of body 
weight, for catS=O·0002 gram per kilo. of body weight. 

The minuteness of these doses indicates that sea-snake 
venom is the most lethal of all substances the lethal power 
of which has been determined. 

Symptoms of Sea-snalle Poisoning in Animals.-In the 
main these symptoms resemble those of cobraism, but the 
dyspncea is more urgent. 

Summary of Results. 
(I) Enhydrina venom has no direct action on the walls 

of the arterioles, or at least has no action in any strength 
of solution which could be present in the blood of a human 
victim of sea-snake bite. 

(2) Enhydrina venom acts directly on the isolated frog 
ventricle, producing a tonic and stimulating effect, but 
this action is produced only by very strong solutions 
(I : 5000). The heart-beat is quickened, and the result is 
therefore similar to that produced by very weak solutions 
of cobra venom (I : 1,000,000 or weaker). 

(3) By experimenting with the mammalian heart exposed 
in situ, the authors have shown that Enhydrina venom has 
no direct action on the vagal cardio-inhibitory centre. This 
affords a striking contrast to the condition observed in 
cobra poisoning. In the latter case, the powerful tonic 
and stimulant action of the veno'll on the heart-muscle 
(or more probably on its nerve-ends) is masked by equally 
powerful and direct stimulation of the ,ardio-inhibitorv 
centre. In Enhydrina poisoning'. on the other hand, tp·e· 
complete absence of cardio-inhibition leaves the feeble tonic 
action on the heart free to -manifest itself, as appears to 
be displayed in several of the tracings. The authors cannot 
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otherwise explain the increase in rate of the heart-beats 
which they not infrequently met with in their experiments. 

(4) Enhydrina venom has a ppa rently nO direct action on 
the vaso-motor centre. 

(5) The blood-pressure curve in E nhydrina poisoning is 
a remarkably steady one, provided tha t moderate doses of 
venom are given and that care is ta ken to avoid the in
jection of large volumes of fluid into the blood vessels. 
This is due to the fact that the blood pressure is exposed 
neither to the influence of the rival forces which act on 
the heart so strongly in cobra ism , nor to the direct vaso
motor changes which characteri se the action of certain 
other venoms. 

(6) The respiratory mechanism is tha t whi ch is chiefly 
a ffected by Enhydrina Venom. If la rge lethal doses are 
employed respira tion fa lls ra pid ly, a nd a considerable rise 
of blood pressure , a sphyx ial in or igin , may precede dea th . 
The h eart-beat then quickl y slows, a nd blood pressure falls 
with corresponding rapidity. 

Obviou sly, these are simpl y the phenomena of rapid 
asphyxia tion. If, however, sma ller lethal doses of venom are 
employed, no marked rise in blood pressure occurs. The 
ordina ry level is maintained until near the occurrence of 
death; th e beat then slows, a nd the blood pressure falls. 
H ere we have an expression of gradua l cardiac failure, 
broug ht a bout by slowly prog ressive asphyxiation. The 
absence in slow Enhydrina poisoning of the la rge asphyxi al 
rises of pressure which are so char acteristic of the final 
stages of cobra poisoning is readily expla ined by the fact 
tha t E nhydrina venom ha s no direct constricti ve action on 
the walls of the arterioles, such as cobra venom possesses. 

(7) As to the pa rt of the respi ratory mechanism tha t is 
a ffected by sea-snake venom , the rapidity with which re
spira tion is a ffected, bo th when venom is injected into 
a vein a nd also when it is applied di rectly to the medulla 
oblong ata , leaves no room to doubt tha t the respiratory 
centre is directly acted on by the venom. On the other 
hand, some degree of motor nerve-end paresis is constantly 
present in a nimals dying from the effects of subcutaneous 
injections of this venom. The fact is emphasised that, in 
experiments carried out by dropping venom on the exposed 
medulla oblongata, animals were not killed through the 
respira tory centre with their m otor nerve-ends still un
damaged. In this respect, Enhydri na venom differs in its 
action from cobra venom . It would th erefore appear that , 
in poisoning with Enhydrina venom , motor nerve-end 
paresis plays a much grea ter part tha n it does in cobra ism. 
It is not difficult to suppose tha t a blunting of the motor 
nerve-end mechanism , even thoug h far from absolute , may 
seriously add to the embarrassment of a centre which has 
already been directly and g ra vely enfeebled. 

"On the Structure and Affinities of P aheodiscus and 
Agelacrinus." By W. K. Spencer', B.A. , F.G.S. Com
municated by Prof. W. J. Sollas, F.R .S. 

T he method employed w as tha t devised by Prof. Sollas 
( Phil. Trans., B, vo!' cxcvi.). This method introduces a 
n ew fi eld of research to palmontologists, for a n accurate 
model of the internal parts of fossi ls m ay be made by the 
invest igator. Specimens of th e above genera were ground 
b y a special machine at un iform di stances of I ! 40th mm. , 
a nd each successive surface photog ra phed. From tracin·gs 
.of the photographs obta ined wax models were built. 

P a lmodiscus and Agela crinus were chosen for invest i
.gat ion because ma ny observers have cla imed them a s 
possessing primitive and a ncestra l characters. 

P alreodiscus is one of the oldest echinoids known, occur
ing in the Lower Ludlow beds of L eintwardine. It is 
shown to possess features which a re only found in embryonic 
·echinoids of the present day. 

No interambulacral plates are present in the peristomial 
region. The interambulacrum possesses only a single 
initia l plate proximally to the mouth. The vast majority 
of the plates of the interambulacrum are rhomboidal. The 
outer surfaces of the pyramids are concave. Other 
Palreozoic echinoderms may possess these characters, as 
,hown by Jack son, but no other echinoid possesses so 
many undoubtedly primitive cha racters. T his makes the 
importa nt discovery of Prof. Solla s (confirmed by the 
lu thor) , tha t there a re t wo series of plates in the 
ambulacrum, much easier to under stand. The outer series 
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was compa red to the true echinoid a mbulacrals the 
inner seri es to the asteroid ambulacra ls. Palreodiscus 
then be placed at the base of the ech inoid stem, and would 
ena ble us to derive the echinoids from asteroid ancestors. 
The asteroid series of plates of Palreodiscus is r epresented in 
other echinoids by the auricles which were shown by Loven 
to ha ve a n independent origin and g rowth . It is note
worthy tha t this comparison was instituted by Johannes 
Muller so long ago as ,853. 

Agelacrinus is a member of the recently revived group 
of the Edrioasteroidea. This group has been cla imed as 
a ncestral to free moving echinoderms by Neumayer, 
H aeckel, and Bather. The genus Edrioaster , on which 
rnDst of the previous investiga tions have been conducted, 
lends support to this suggestion, for it possesses a double 

of flooring plates to the a mbulacra l g roove between 
whIch a re pores. It was therefore sugges ted tha t since the 
Edrioas teroidea a lone amongst Pelma tozoa possessed pores 
thro ug h which the eleutherozoan a mpullre could be pro
truded , they were the pelmatozoic ancestors of the free 
moving echi noderms. 

Agelacrinus is shown, however, to possess single flooring 
pla tes, a nd no pores are present either throug h or between 
these plates . The pores of Edrioaster , therefore, are not 
so char acteri stic or important a feature of the Edrio
asteroidea as the above authors would cla im. 

In conclusion , it is pointed out that the Asteroidea are 
the most primit ive Eleutherozoa , a nd their structure is 
much too simple to be derived directly from any known 
pelma tozoan. 

June 16.- " On the Relation bet ween the Spectra of Sun
spo ts a nd S tars. " By Sir Norma n Lockyer', K.C.B. , F .R.S. 

In a previous paper on the chemical class ification of the 
s ta rs the a uthor suggested the probability tha t, as the result 
of fur ther work, the" genera " then proposed mig ht have 
to be split up into "species." Dur ing more recent re
searches the temperature classification was tes ted by com-

I paring the rela tive intensities of the red a nd ultra-violet 
ends of t he spectra of stars, situa ted on va rious horizons 
of the temperature curve, including Capella a nd Arcturus, 
which , accord ing to the original g eneral cla ssification, 
belong to the same type , viz. "Arctu rian." I t wa s found 
tha t . the spectrum of Ca pella ex tended on an average about 
70 tenth-metres furth er into the ultra-violet tha n tha t of 
Arcturus, whilst the red portion of the spectrum is certa inly 
s tronger in the la tter. That is to say, the general tempera
ture of A rc turus is probably appreciab ly lower than that of 
Capella. 

The next step was to see if chem ical cha nge accompa nied 
thi s reduction of temperature , and if so, whether the change 
was in a ny way related to the cha nge from the photosphere 
to th e sun-spot spectrum. In compa ring , for thi s purpose, 
the spectra ta k en with the 6-inch H enry pri sma ti c camera, 
it was noticed tha t certain lines were rela tively intensified 
in passing from the spectrum of Capella to th a t 'of Arcturus. 

S imil a r comparisons of the Fraunhoferic spect rum with 
the spectra of Capella and Arcturu s respect ively were next 
made. T his work led to th e followin g conclu sions :-(1 ) 
T hat the lin e a bsorptions of Capella a nd th e sun are 
practicall y identical ; (2) tha t al thoug h , speaking generally , 
the same lines occur in the spectra of the sun a nd Arcturus, 
yet in the la tter ma ny lines a re re la tively more intense tha n 
in the for mer. Moreover , in the g reat ma jor ity of such 
cases the lines so intensified are probably due to vanadiulll 
and titanium . 

Now a n a na lysis of the widened lines observed in sun
spots since the year 1894 has shown tha t the elements 
chiefly affected arc also vanadium and titanium. 

T hus it will be seen that whilst the tempera ture classifi
ca tion certa inly places Arcturus on a lower temperature 
level th an Capella, and, therefore, th e sun, th e evidence 
obta ined from a study of the line absorptions of Arcturus 
and of sun-spots indicates very clearly tha t the temperature 
of the Arctu r ia n absorbing atmosphere is about the same 
as th at of the sun-spot nuclei during · the above-mentioned 
per iod. This conclusion justifies the ideas formulated by 
De la Rue, S tewart, and Leewy that the spots are produced 
by the downrush of cooler materia !. 

R eference is a lso ma de to Prof. H ale's suggestion tha t 
because the lines whi ch are widened in sun-spots appear as 
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stro!lg dark lines in Piscian stars, the effect may be pro
duced because sun-spots are more numerous in such stars. 
From the evidence adduced above it seems a far more 
probable explanation to suppose that these lines are in
tensified in sun-spots, and strengthened in those stars which 
have been placed on lower temperature levels than the su n, 
because the general temperature conditions a re simila r. 
That is to say, the fall of temperature experienced by the 
metallic vapours in passing from the photosphere to the 
spot nucleus is of the same order as that to which an 
absorbing atmosphere is subjected in passing from the 
temperature conditions of Capella or the sun to those of 
Arcturus or the lower temperature stars. 

"An Experiment Illustrating Harmonic Undertones. " 
By H. Knapman. Communicated by Dr. G. J. Burch, 
F.R.S. 

!f a vibrating is pressed against a light 
object such as a pIece of paper or a stretched string, this 

may follow the vibrations of the fork, contact being 
contmuous. This use of a tuning-fork is mentioned in 
Lord Rayleigh's" Theory of Sound," § 133. In the present 
experiment a lightly poised piece of paper is touched by 
the fork; with small pressure contact may be broken during 
part of each vibration, and the paper gives a note re
sembling that of a bowed violin-string, in which harmonic 
overtones are strong. 'With still less pressure, contact may 
be made only at every other vibration of the fork when 
the paper gives a note an octave below that of fork. 
Similarly, contact at every third vibration of the fork gives 
the twelfth below, and so on. We thus have the series of 
harmonic undertones, and with a c" fork ten or more may 
be made easily audible. 

An optical method of examining the vibrations· is also 
described. A large tuning-fork was made to touch a small 
card, the edge of which was observed with a lens against 
a dark background, and appeared to be drawn out into a 
continuously shaded band, in which stationary positions 
were visible. The characteristics of various states of 
vibration were readily perceived. 

Geological Society, June 22.-Dr. J . E. Marr, F.R.S., 
president, in the chair.-The igneous rocks of Pontesford 
Hill (Shropshire): Prof. W. S. Boulton. The hill js a 
"plagioclinal ridge," bounded on all sides by faults; it 
is made up entirely of igneous rocks. There are two distinct 
groups of igneous rocks: a bedded group, consisting of 
rhyolites and acid tuffs, with andesites and andesitic tuffs, 
and an intrusive group of olivine-dolerites. The northern 
end of the hill consists of rhyolite. The andesitic group is 
made up of felsitic-looking tuffs, passing up into andesitic 
tuffs, h iHleflintas, and lavas. The intrusive rocks are basic 
and often amygdaloidal; they compare in composition with 
such olivine-dolerites as those of Rowley, the Clee Hills, and 
Little Wenlock.-The Tertiary fossils of Somaliland, as re
presented in the British Museum (Natural History): 
R. B. Newton. The new material described is that in 
the Donaldson-Smith collection, and one presented by Major 
R. G. Edwards Leckie. The large Lucinidre a nd speci
mens of Campanile (previously considered as Nerinrea) are 
typical of Eocene rocks generally, and they agree with the 
Foraminifera in the Somaliland Limestones in supporting 
the reference of these rocks to this period. Two limestones 
seem to be represented in the collections, and appear to be 
capable of correlation with those of the south-eastern corner 
of Arabia, as well as with those of Sind and Cutch. Six 
new species are described and named, a nd sixteen species 
or varieties described.-The Caernarvon earthquake of June 
19, 1903, and its accessory shocks: Dr. C. Davison. This 
earthquake was the strongest disturbance indigenous to the 
county for more than five centuries. Its disturbed area 
contained about 25,000 square miles. The centre of the 
innermost isoseismal (intensity 7) was situated beneath the 
sea, about 4 miles west of Pen-y-groes, and the longer axis 
of the isoseismal ran from N. 40° E. to S. 40° 'vV. It is 
concluded that the earthquake was caused by a slip of about 
16 miles in length along a fault running in the above 
direction, hading nQrth-westward, and passing either 
through Clynnog or a mile or two either to the north-west 
or south-east. 
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Challenger Society, June 29.-Sir J"hn Murray in the 
chair.-The Chairman exhibited the skeleton of a 
problematical ,qrganism, possibly allied to Heliopora, from 
the sea bottom off Cuba, and read a letter on its structure 
from the late Prof. Alleyne Nicholson.-Mr. E. W. L. 
Holt exhibited some new and ra re Crustacea from the 
Atlantic. Mr. Holt also read a paper on the Schizopoda 
of the North Atlantic and its eflstern slope, from the 
collections by Mr. George Murray in the Oceana, by Dr. 
G. H. FOWler inH.M.S. Research in the Freroe Channel 
ani the Bay of Bi scay, and by himself in the Helga off 
west' Ireland. These collections included a number of 
interesting novelties, notably among those forms which 
appeared to live actually on the bottom in deep water, and 
were caught by a tow-net attached to the trawl-rope.
Mr. Stanley Gardiner opened a discussion on the distribu
tion of marine larvre, in which, mainly from his own 
observations, he dea lt with their length of life in reference 
to their populating banks and shores in the Indo-Pacific and 
Atlantic Oceans. He concluded that the larvre of Crustacea 
and Echinoderms other than Crinoids may be expected to 
reach almost any bank, but that results in geographical 
distribution may be expected from Coelenterata and 
Turbellaria, and to some degree also from Chretopoda, 
Gephyrea, and Mollusca. 

EDINBURGH. 

Royal Society, June 6.-The Hon. Lord M'Laren in the 
chair.-An obituary notice of Dr. Charles Gatty, prepared 
by Prof. W. C. M'Intosh, was read.-Dr. E. G. Coker, 
McGill University, Montreal, communicated a paper on the 
measurement of stress by thermal methods. The paper was 
experimental, investigating on the One hand the effect of 
tension upon the coefficient of thermal expansion, a nd on 
the other the change of temperature accompanying the 
application of various kinds of stress. The changes of 
temperature were measured thermoelectrically, corrections 
being applied for the loss of heat by conduction, radiation, 
&c., as the stress was being applied. A number of 
results were established, the most interesting being, 
perhaps, the fact that the rate of heat production during 
the development of the strain continues constant even after 
the limit of elasticity has been exceeded. As regards the 
effect of stress on the coefficient of expansion, it was found 
that there was no appreciable paper was read 
on the spectrum of Nova Persei and the structure of the 
bands, as photographed at Glasgow, by Prof. Becker. In 
the earlier photographs before August, 1901, the spectrum 
suggested a number of bright bands fading towards the 
ends and overlapping one another. In the later photographs 
the bands become detached and suggest a line spectrum in 
which the lines have broadened into bands. The broaden
ing was found to be proportional to the wave-length, and 
independent of the nature of the element. The sequence of 
alternate maxima and minima which characterised the 
bands, and the distances separating these, were found to 
be also proportional to the wave-length. This is in accord
ance with Doppler's principle if we assume the effects to 
be due to motion in the line of sight. An important part 
of the paper was devoted to a mathematical demonstration 
of the correctness of the assumption that the resultant 
intensity at any point of the plate where several bands are 
superposed is the sum of the intensities which the radi
ations would singly produce. The general conclusion 
that the spec trum was due to hydrogen and helium.-In a 
note on astronomical seeing, Dr. Halm directed attention 
to La ngley's ingenious method for improving definition in 
a telescope by agitating the air in the tube. This result, 
at first sight so contradictory to all preconceived ideas 
suggests consideration as to the condition of the atmo
sphere as a whole when the best definition is obtained. 
The cause of the blurring is no doubt due to the changes 
of refraction which accompany the movements of the air. 
It every portion of the moving air came to its new position 
with exactly the temperatur!! and density which belong to 
the new position, there would be no change of refraction 
and consequently no blurring. Now this state is realised 
when the ai r is in a conditien of convective or adiabatic 
equilibrium, and hence definition will be clearer the morr 
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nearly the atmosphere approximates to this condition. 
Defmition is often very good when gales are blowing, and 
there is no , doubt as to the better definition in summer than 
in winter. These and other cases seem capable of explan
ation along the lines indicated. 

June 20.-The Hon. Lord M'Laren in the chair.-A 
paper waS communicated by Lord Kelvin on the front and 
rear of a free procession of waves in deep water. A solu
tion of the differential equations was obtained which re
presented a set of standing waves on an infinite sheet of 
water. At time zero this set of standing waves was con
ceived as taking place over one-half, to the left (say) of a 
line drawn parallel to the ridges, while the rest of the 
surface to the right was initially 'at rest. The standing 
waves were then decomposed into two equal processions 
moving respectively to the right and to the left. At any 
finite time after there would be a point to the tight up 
to which the motion would be sinusoidal, and beyond which, 
further to the right, the waves would get flatter and longer. 
This represented the beginning of a procession of waves 
advancing into still water. Then to the left of the original 
line separating the undulating and smooth water there 
would be associated with the rightward moving procession 
of sinusoidal waves the tail end of the leftward moving 
procession. This would give the end of a procession of 
waves.-Dr. Ashworth and Mr. Nelson Annandale gave 
an account of some aged specimens of sea-anemone 
(Sagartia troglodytes) which had been kept in an aquarium 
in Edinburgh for about fifty years. They are more sensitive 
than younger individuals to changes of environment, and 
slower in expanding when conditions again become favour
able. They breed very sparingly, while the younger speci
mens from fourteen to fifteen years old kept in the same 
aquarium produce hundreds of young. There is only one 
other recorded case of longevity in ccelenterates, a speci
men of the anemone Actinia mesemh"yanthemum, which 
died in 1887 at the age of about sixty-six. According to 
unpublished observations of Mr. J. S. Gardiner, the solitary 
coral Flabellum rub rum lives to the age of twenty-four 
years, while colonial corals, such as Goniastrrea, Prion
astrrea, Orbicella, and Pocillopora, reach the age of twenty
two to twenty-eight years.-In a note On the effect of 
transverse magnetisation on the resistance of nickel wire at 
high temperatures, Prof. C. G. Knott described a curious 
result recently obtained. The effect of a strong transverse 
field is to diminish the resistance, and as the temperature 
rises the percentage change of resistance falls off very 
steadi ly until 280° C. is reached. It begins then to fall off 
more slowly, passes through a pronounced minimum at 
about 290°, rises to a sharp maximum at 320°, and then 
falls rapidly to zero at about 346°. A similar effect, but 
much less pronounced, is indicated in the author's last pub
lished paper on the effect of longitudinal magnetisation. 
- Mr. J. R. Milne exhibited his new design of juxtapositer 
for bringing into contact two beams of light in spectro
photometry. The instrument had been made for him by 
Mr. Hilger, and consisted of a special form of glass prism 
bv means of which two beams of light originally apart 
,V'ere brought accurately with their contiguous edges in 
contact, each beam having been subjected to exactly the 
same treatment in the prism. The device could also be 
adapted to certain forms of polarimeter. 

DUBLIN. 

Royal Dublin Society, June 2I.-Prof. G. A. J. Cole in 
the chair.-A general method in qualitative analysis for 
determining the presence of an oxide: Prof. C. R. C. 
Tichborne. The author proposed to use the reaction of 
phenol-phthalein with acid-carbonate of sodium. Phenol
phthalein is colourless in neutral solutions, red with alkaline 
carbonates and colourless with acid-carbonates. Most 
metallic will reduce a certain proportion of :the acid
carbonate to the normal carbonate, and the solution then 
st rikes a deep crimson colour if filtered from the oxide and 
tested with the . phenolphthalein. Alm()st all hydrated 
oxides and oxides" made in 'the moist way decompose the 
sodium aCid-carbona'te soltition. Mineral oxides or oxides 
whicll have been ignited, with a few behave 
badly in this respect. Ferric oxide and alumina do not 
act, as the carbonates do not exist, The following oxides 
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will reduce the acid carbonate to the neutral salt of soda :
oxides of lead, silver, bismuth, zinc (ignited and pre
cipitated), copper, antimony, cerium, iron (other than 
Fe2 0,), mercury, and tin.-A method for the mechanical 
analysis of soils: T. Crook. The method described is a 
hydraulic one, and may be regarded as a modification of 
the Schone process. No piezometer is used, and the speeds 
of flow are standardised by varying the size of the outflow 
aperture and the head of water. The scheme of analysis 
suggested is a fairly complete one, including the coarser 
ingredients, as well as the fine earth. The author urges 
that the object of a mechanical analysis should be two
fold :-(1) to enable a moderately definite idea to be formed 
of the way in which a soil is built up in its natural state; 
(2) to show something of the physical properties possessed 
by the soi1.-The state in which helium exists in pitch
blende : R. J. Moss. When pitchblende is reduced to 
powder in a vacuum, water vapour, helium, carbon dioxide, 
nitrogen, and oxygen are liberated. Water is the chief 
substance set free; of the gases, helium sometimes con
stitutes about half. The helium obtained by rather coarse 
pulverisation was about I per cent. of the total quantity 
present in the mineral, as determined by fusion with 
hydrogen potassium sulphate. The carbon dioxide obtained 
mechanically was less than I part in 10,000 of the total 
quantity present. The results support the supposition that 
helium exists in pitchblende in the free state, and is con
tained in extremely minute cavities. A specimen of pitch
blende, powdered in vacuo, yielded gases containing 0,7 per 
cent. of hydrogen, which may possibly be a product of the 
action of radium on the water contained in the cavities of 
the minera1.-The Rev. H. ' O'Toole exhibited and de
scribed an apparatus for determining the expansion of rods, 
&c., when heated. 

PARIS. 

Academy of Sciences, July 4.-M. Mascart in the chair.
On certain functional equations and on a class of algebraic 
surfaces: Emile Picard.--Svntheses in the anthracene 
series. Triphenylanthracene clihydride and its derivatives: 
A. Haller and A. Guyot. Two modes of synthesis are 
given, the one starting from diphenylanthrone and the 
other from triphenylmethane-o-carboxylic acid methyl ester, 
making use of the Grignard reaction . Both give good 
yields.-Muscular work and expenditure of energy in 
dynamic contraction, with gradual shortening of the 
muscles: A. Chauveau.-Trypanroth in the treatment of 
trypa nosomiasis : A. Laveran. The use of this dye was 
proposed by Ehrlich and Shiga. The effects produced by 
this reagent are compared with those of arsenious acid; 
the two have also been tried in combination, but the 
general results are disappointing.-On the properties of 
different substances as regards their ponderable emanation: 
R. Blondlot.- On the seeds of Nevropteris: M. 
Grand'Eury.-Presentation of the fifteenth Bulletin chrono
metrique (1902-1903) of the Observa tory of Besan<;:on: 
M. Lmwy.-M. Fliche was elected a correspond ant of the 
academy in the section of rural economy, in the place of 
M. Lechartier.-On functions representable analytically: 
H. Lebesgue,-On the general theory of ' networks and 
congruences: Emile Martin.-On a general equality com
mon to all fundamental functions: W. Steklotr.-On the 
stability of aerostats: Henri Herve. Comparative effects 
of the /3-rays and the n-rays, as well as of the a-rays and 
the nt-rays, on a phosphorescent surface: Jean Becquerel. 
The radiations emitted by polonium affect a phos
phorescent calcium sulphide screen, the action differing 
according as the radiation has passed through glass or 
not.-On the kathode rays. A reply to the note of M. 
Pellat: P. Villard.-On the measurement of temperature: 
Ernest Solvay. If two portions of ' a substance situated 
near to each. other have widely differing temperatures, it 
is impossible to measure this difference with a thermo
meter, and a possible case of this kind is given.-On the 
spectrophotometric estimation of small quantities of carbon 
monoxide in air: L. de Saint-Martin. The instrument 
measures the ratio between the amounts of hremoglobin 
combined with oxygen and carbon monoxide, up to the 
limit of I per cent. of CO.-The determination of the 
atomic weight of nitrogen by the volumetric analysis of 
nitrogen monoxide: Adrien Jacquerod and St. Bogdan. 
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Pure nitrogen monoxide, prepared from sodium nitrite and 
hydroxylamine sulphate, was reduced to nitrogen by means 
of a red hot iron wire, a nd the change of pressure at con
stant volume measured. The value 14.019 is deduced from 
the preliminary experiments as' the atomic weight of 
nitrogen.-Allotropic states of antimony sulphide and their 
h eats of formation: MM. Guinchant and Chretien.
The action of ammonia gas upon trichloride, tribromide, 
and triiodide of arsenic: C. Hugot. Arsenic trichloride 
reacts with ammonia at -400 C., forming arsenic amide, 
As(NH2)3' This amide is insoluble in liquid 
is immediately decomposed by water. The same amIde '" 
formed from the bromide and iodide of arsenic. Kept at 
00 C. the amide slowly loses ammonia and gives the 
imide: As,(NH)" and this, heated to 2500 c., gives 
nitride, AsN.-On a method of splitting up ferm entatIOn 
lactic acid into its optically active components: E. Jung
fleisch. The separation is based on the differences in 
properties of the three lactates of quinine, and full details 
of the method adopted are given. Syntheses of penta
methyleneglycol, of the nitrile, and of pimelic acid: J. L. 
Hamonet. The glycol has been obtained from the corre
sponding dibromopentane, by conversion into the diacetin, 
and this into the glycol. Pimelic nitrile was obtained from 
diiodopentane by heating in alcoholic solution with 
sium cyanide.-The action of mixed organomagneslUm 
compounds on phthalimide and phenylphthalimide: Con
stantin Beis.-Iodo compounds obtained from meta
nitraniline: P. Brenans.-New synthesis of aa-dimethyl
adipic acid: G. Blanc.-On atmospheric formaldehyde: H. 
Henriet. In a preceding note the amount of formaldehyde 
existing in the air is estimated to be from 2 to 6 grams 
per 100 cubic metres of air. M. Armand Gautier has now 
pointed out that air containing such a proporti?n of 
formaldehyde is absolutely irrespirable. The of 
carbon dioxide by passing the air over merCUrIC OXIde 
heated to 2500 C. must therefore be a ttributed t? some 
pound of this aldehyde.-On recent results In porcelaIn 
manufacture: F. Garros.-On the mechanism of the con
traction of muscular fibres, and in particular those of the 
adductor muscles of lamellibranchs: F. Marceau.-On 
some points in the anatomy of cirripedes:' A. Gruvel.-:-
The culture of spermatozoids: Alphonse Labbe. It IS 
possible for the spermatozoid to commence to develop by 
itself on a simple culture medium, and away froll) any 
organised substratum.-The colours of fl owers: G. 
Coutagne.-The question of the cu ltivation of cotton in 
tropical Africa: Aug. Chevalier.- The presence of hydro
quinone in the pear : G. Riviere and G. Bailhache.
On the lateral roots of the pepper plant: H. Jacob de 
Cordemo¥.-New researches on the vegetative apparatus 
of certain U redine;e: Jakob Eriksson.-On the culture 
and development of the fungus which produces 
in the vine: P. Viala and P. Pacottet.- On the varIabilIty 
of temperature in the Antarcti c regions: Henryk 
Arctowski. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 

Linnean Society, May 25. -Dr. T. Storie Dixson, presi· 
dent in the chair.-The botany of south-western New 
South Wales: F. Turner. The characteristi cs of the in
digenous and acclimatised vegetation of the country lying 
between 350 S. lat., and the Murray or Hume River (the 
boundary between New South Wales and Victoria), and 
1410 and 1470 E. long. , are discussed. The census of the 
phanerogams and vascular cryptogams now brought. for
ward comprises a total of 379 genera and 949 speCIes.
Studies On Australian Mollusca, part viii.: C. Hedle¥. In 
August, 1902, Mr. G. H. Halligan and the author made a 
single cast of the dredge in 100 fathoms, 16 miles east of 
Wollongong-a depth for the first time attained by local. 
workers. The haul was very successful, and produced a 
la rge number of Mollusca. The new species largely dupli
cated those of the Thetis expedition, and were noted during 
the progress of the report thereon. Other species of interest 
are now discussed.-The bacterial origin of the gums of 
the arabin group, xi., the nutrition of Bact. acaciae: Dr. 
R. Greig Smith. Bact. acaciae, the arabin-former, pro
duces gum readily in the presence of suitable nutrients. 
Levulose, saccharose, maltose, mannite , and glYc"rin are 
sources of carbon, while dextrose , galactose, lactose, and 
raffinose are not. Dextrose or galactose prevents the gum 
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being formed frpm levulose or maltose. The organism 
acquires and readilv loses the power of utilis ing saccharose. 
It temporarily the gum-forming faculty when sub
cu lt ivated upon sugar-free media. The ami des are the best 
nitrogenous nutrients; a trace of asparagine (004 per cent.) 
is suffi cient to produce half the maximum amount of gum. 
Salts may accelerate, depress or prevent gum-formation. 
Traces of alkaline citrate or succinate were most favour
able. Sumach tannin assists the formation of gum upon 
artificial agar media. Oak tannin hinders the formation, 
but the retarding effect may be neutra lised by the addition 
of glycerin. The bacterium might be used to distinguish 
certain tannins. The tannin probably acts physically by 
making the medium more contractile, so that the bacteria 
are s lowly supplied with nutrients in solution. The 
optimum temperature is 170 C. The most suitable medium, 
as deducea from the experiments, serves as a diagnostic 
for other gum bacteria. Gum acacia has not a cellulose 
origin. In ' the host plant it is formed from the wandering 
suga rs, levulose and maltose. Manuring with saline 
matters does not promise to be a remedy for the prevention 
of gum-flux in fruit trees. Peach trees tha t were inoculated 
with Bact. acaciae (from Acacia binervata) developed gum
flux. The exudate was a metarabin gum. The host plant 
can convert Bact. acaciae into Bact. m etarabinum, proving 
what h ad been suspected, that the latter is a variety of the 
former, producing an insoluble gum. This explains the 
uniformity of the gums from certain species of t rees.-The 
loss of colour in red wines: Dr. R. Greig Smith. Two 
samples of dry red wine which had exhibited the pheno
menon of "vin tourne" were found to contain acetic 
bacteria. 
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